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Abstract—A SCON, D RY GASCON, and S HAMASH are submissions to NIST’s lightweight cryptography standardization process and
have similar designs. We analyze these algorithms against subspace trails, truncated differentials, and differential-linear distinguishers. We provide probability one 4-round subspace trails for D RY GASCON-256, 3-round subspace trails for D RY GASCON-128,
and 2-round subspace trails for S HAMASH permutations. Moreover, we provide the first 3.5-round truncated differential and 5-round
differential-linear distinguisher for D RY GASCON-128. Finally, we improve the data and time complexity of the 4 and 5-round
differential-linear attacks on A SCON.
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1.

Introduction

Due to increase in the number of resourceconstrained devices, having cryptographic algorithms that require less energy, power, and latency
and better throughput and side-channel resistance
became a necessity. In this respect, lightweight
cryptography aims to provide solutions that are
tailored for resource-constrained devices. In 2019,
An earlier version of this paper is sent to Lightweight Cryptography
Workshop 2019 with the title Distinguishers for Reduced Round
Ascon, DryGASCON, and Shamash Permutations to aid NIST in
the Round 2 selection process. However, since that workshop had
no proceedings, it has never been published in any journal or
proceedings.
This paper is published in International Journal of Information Security Science https://www.ijiss.org/ijiss/index.php/ijiss/article/view/762

the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) initiated a new cryptography competition
[23] for selecting one or more authenticated encryption and hashing schemes that are suitable for
constrained environments. Namely, algorithms that
can provide acceptable performance and security for
constrained devices. This competition-like process
received 57 candidate algorithms in February 2019
and 56 of them were accepted as first-round candidates in April 2019. 32 candidate algorithms are
selected for the second-round in August 2019. NIST
recently has decided to modify the timeline for the
lightweight cryptography project by 3 months. The
selection of the round 3 candidates is now planned
for December 2020 due to ongoing pandemic. The
competition will last 2-3 years and cryptanaly-
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sis results of these algorithms are expected from
cryptography community. With the help of these
results, the best algorithm is expected to be the
winner and standardized around 2023. NIST has not
decided yet if the competition will have a single
or multiple winners. A SCON [11], D RY GASCON
[25], and S HAMASH [24] are submissions to NIST’s
Lightweight Cryptography Standardization Process.
Moreover, A SCON has been included in the CAESAR competition’s (2014-2019) final portfolio in
the category for lightweight authenticated encryption as the primary choice.

2 we briefly define A SCON, D RY GASCON, and
S HAMASH algorithms, mention their differences
and recall undisturbed bits. In Section 3 and Section
4 we provide probability one truncated differentials and subspace trails, respectively. In Section
5 we provide differential-linear distinguishers for
D RY GASCON and A SCON and provide the best
differential-linear attacks on A SCON. Section 6 concludes the paper.

Our attacks on A SCON are provided in Table 1
together with the best attacks on this cipher. We do
not include the attacks of [19] in this table because
Since D RY GASCON and S HAMASH have A S - our analysis are for the nonce-respecting scenario
CON like designs, in this work we analyze them and the attacks of [19] work in the nonce-misuse
together and compare their security against subspace scenario.
trails, truncated differentials, and differential-linear
TABLE 1
distinguishers. We first focus on probability one
Summary of key-recovery attacks on A SCON
truncated differentials and subspace trails of these
three candidate algoritms. We provide probability
one 4-round subspace trails for D RY GASCONType
Attacked Rounds
Time
Source
18
Differential-Linear
4/12
2
[8]
256, 3-round subspace trail for D RY GASCONDifferential-Linear
4/12
215
Section 5
128, and 2-round subspace trail for S HAMASH perDifferential-Linear
5/12
236
[8]
31.44
mutations. Moreover, we provide the first 3.5-round
Differential-Linear
5/12
2
Section 5
Cube-like Method
5/12
235
[8]
truncated differential for D RY GASCON. Finally,
Cube-like Method
5/12
224
[20]
we combine our probability one truncated differenCube-like Method
6/12
266
[8]
tials with known linear approximations to provide
Cube-like Method
6/12
240
[20]
Cube-like Method
7/12
2103.9
[20]
the first 5-round differential-linear distinguisher for
D RY GASCON-128 and to reduce the data and time
complexity of the 4 and 5-round differential-linear
We
compare
our
distinguishers
on
attacks of [8] on A SCON.
D RY GASCON-128 with the best known results in
Our analysis shows that the similarity in the
Table 2.
designs of A SCON and D RY GASCON makes analysis result of one cipher can also be applied to
2. Preliminaries
the other with some modifications. However, the
changes applied in the permutation of S HAMASH
2.1. ASCON
makes it completely a different cipher. Thus, analysis of A SCON does not shed much light on the
A SCON is a sponge-based family of authenticated
cryptanalysis of S HAMASH.
encryption and hashing algorithms and it is seThis paper is organized as follows: in Section lected as one of the 32 second round candidates
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TABLE 2
Best known analysis of the D RY GASCON-128
permutation

Method
Linear
Truncated Differential
Subspace Trail
Truncated Differential
Differential-Linear

Rounds
3/11
3/11
3/11
3.5/11
5/11

Time
275
1
1
1
261.28

Source
[25]
[25]
Section 4
Section 3
Section 5.2

substitution box (S-box) 64 times in parallel. This Sbox is chosen to be affine equivalent to the Keccak
[2] χ mapping and is provided in Table 3. These
steps are illustrated in Figure 1.
The parameters for A SCON-128 are a = 12 and
b = 6. On the other hand, we have a = 12 and b = 8
for A SCON-128a. Key, nonce, and tag sizes are 128
bits for both versions. However, for A SCON-128 the
data block size is 64 bits and for A SCON-128a it is
128 bits.

Finally we apply a linear layer which only consists of XOR and right rotation of the 64-bit words
in the NIST Lightweight Cryptography competition.
x0 , . . . , x4 . The linear layer can be described as
Moreover, A SCON has been included in the CAEfollows:
SAR competition’s (2014-2019) final portfolio in
the category for lightweight authenticated encrypΣ0 (x0 ) = x0 ⊕ (x0 ≫ 19) ⊕ (x0 ≫ 28)
tion as the primary choice. It is a permutationΣ1 (x1 ) = x1 ⊕ (x1 ≫ 61) ⊕ (x1 ≫ 39)
based algorithm where the permutation is actually a
Σ2 (x2 ) = x2 ⊕ (x2 ≫ 1) ⊕ (x2 ≫ 6)
substitution-permutation network with a state of 320
Σ3 (x3 ) = x3 ⊕ (x3 ≫ 10) ⊕ (x3 ≫ 17)
bits. A SCON is based on the monkeyDuplex conΣ4 (x4 ) = x4 ⊕ (x4 ≫ 7) ⊕ (x4 ≫ 41).
struction and therefore its security requires uniqueness of a nonce [7].
The attacks on A SCON can be divided into two
The first version of A SCON [9], which is called categories: forgery and key recovery. Forgery atA SCON v1.0, supported two key lengths of 96 tacks focus on the finalization phase to forge tags.
and 128 bits. Later in A SCON v1.1 the 96-bit key In this category, suitable characteristics may contain
support is removed and it is no longer available in masks or differences in stateword x0 at the input of
v1.2 in [11], which is currently the final version. the permutation because this part comes from the
This final version has two variants, namely A SCON- plaintexts. The other words cannot have any differ128 and A SCON-128a.
ence or mask because the attacker has no control
over them. And in the output of the finalization, the
The encryption phase consists of 4 steps: Initialattacker can only observe the differences or masks
ization, processing of associated data if it exists,
on the words x3 and x4 because the tag is generated
processing the plaintext, and finally the finalizafrom these words together with the key.
tion. We represent the 320-bit state as five words
In the second category, one focuses on the initialx0 , . . . , x4 of 64 bits. The scheme uses the round
transformation p iteratively a and b times and thus ization phase of A SCON for key recovery attacks.
they are represented as pa and pb . In each round Depending on whether we allow the usage of the
of the permutation p of A SCON, first we add a same nonce or not, one can target either the ini5-bit constant to x2 . Then we apply a nonlinear tialization phase in a nonce-respecting scenario, or
substitution layer which is the application of a 5 × 5 the processing of the plaintext in a nonce-misuse
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Fig. 1. A SCON v1.2 encryption phase, figure is taken from the cipher’s official website
http://ascon.iaik.tugraz.at/
TABLE 3
A SCON’s 5 × 5 S-box in hexadecimal notation
x
S(x)

0
4

1
B

2
1F

3
14

4
1A

5
15

6
9

7
2

8
1B

9
5

A
8

B
12

C
1D

D
3

E
6

F
1C

x
S(x)

10
1E

11
13

12
7

13
E

14
0

15
D

16
11

17
18

18
10

19
C

1A
1

1B
19

1C
16

1D
A

1E
F

1F
17

scenario. In this category, masks or differences are
allowed in the nonce, namely x3 and x4 , and the
output is observed only for x0 because it is XORed
to the plaintext to produce ciphertext. Thus one can
observe the output masks or differences at x0 . In this
work we focus on the permutation of the A SCON to
obtain distinguishers but for the attacks we focus in
this second category, namely the initialization phase
of A SCON for key recovery.

and 6-round cube-like attacks. Moreover, integral
distinguishers for the A SCON permutation is provided by Todo in [31]. It was shown in [14] that
even for higher rates A SCON’s sponge mode is
secure. Finally, Leander et al. showed in [18] that
there are no good probability one subspace trails
exist for A SCON’s permutation.

Designers of A SCON provided their cryptanalysis
results in their CAESAR competition submission
document [9]. It contained collision-producing differentials and 5-round impossible differential for
the permutation. Better impossible differentials and
other 5-round truncated and improbable differentials
are provided in [30]. Initial analysis results are
improved in [10] by providing 4-round differential
forgery attack, 5-round differential-linear attacks,

D RY GASCON in [25] combines the DrySponge
construction with a generalized variant of A SCON.
It is also submitted to NIST’s Lightweight Cryptography competition and selected as a second round
candidate, together with other 31 candidates. Unlike
A SCON, D RY GASCON supports two key lengths:
128 bits and 256 bits. They are referred to as
D RY GASCON-128 and D RY GASCON-256, respectively.

2.2.

DryGASCON
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D RY GASCON-128 is very similar to A SCON
with 320-bit state from five 64-bit words. It uses
A SCON’s 5 × 5 S-box but represents it in little
endian. For D RY GASCON-128, round number is
reduced to 11 from 12. Thus, this version is referred
to as GASCONC5R11 . The rotations of two rows
are also changed, namely Σ1 and Σ4 . Moreover,
each 64 bit word is in bit interleaved representation
in D RY GASCON which makes the linear layer
different than A SCON’s. DryGASCON-256 has a
state of 576 bits from nine 64-bit words and has 12
rounds. Since D RY GASCON-256 has nine words,
the S-box is replaced with a 9 × 9 one. The linear
layer of D RY GASCON-128 and D RY GASCON256 can be described as follows:
Σ0 (x0 ) = x0 ⊕ (x0
Σ1 (x1 ) = x1 ⊕ (x1
Σ2 (x2 ) = x2 ⊕ (x2
Σ3 (x3 ) = x3 ⊕ (x3
Σ4 (x4 ) = x4 ⊕ (x4
Σ5 (x5 ) = x5 ⊕ (x5
Σ6 (x6 ) = x6 ⊕ (x6
Σ7 (x7 ) = x7 ⊕ (x7
Σ8 (x8 ) = x8 ⊕ (x8
2.3.

SHAMASH

≫ 19) ⊕ (x0 ≫ 28)
≫ 61) ⊕ (x1 ≫ 38)
≫ 1) ⊕ (x2 ≫ 6)
≫ 10) ⊕ (x3 ≫ 17)
≫ 7) ⊕ (x4 ≫ 40)
≫ 31) ⊕ (x5 ≫ 26)
≫ 53) ⊕ (x6 ≫ 58)
≫ 9) ⊕ (x7 ≫ 46)
≫ 43) ⊕ (x8 ≫ 50).

A SCON’s and D RY GASCON’s and it is given in
Table 4. It has less linear structures and undisturbed
bits compared to A SCON’s S-box.
S HAMASH’s row rotations are different than A S CON ’s and D RY GASCON’s:
Σ0 (x0 ) = x0 ⊕ (x0
Σ1 (x1 ) = x1 ⊕ (x1
Σ2 (x2 ) = x2 ⊕ (x2
Σ3 (x3 ) = x3 ⊕ (x3
Σ4 (x4 ) = x4 ⊕ (x4

≫ 43) ⊕ (x0 ≫ 62)
≫ 21) ⊕ (x1 ≫ 46)
≫ 58) ⊕ (x2 ≫ 61)
≫ 57) ⊕ (x3 ≫ 63)
≫ 3) ⊕ (x4 ≫ 26).

Moreover, diffusion layer of S HAMASH has further steps. In order to provide diffusion vertically,
every column of the state is also multiplied by a 5×5
matrix over F2 and the differential and linear branch
number of this matrix equals to 4. The matrix is


1 0 0 1 1
 0 1 0 1 1 




 0 0 1 1 1 


 1 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 0
which is given in [24] as
xi = xi ⊕ x3 ⊕ x4 ,
i = 0, 1, 2
xi = xi ⊕ x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 , i = 3, 4.

Finally, S HAMASH has a final rotation of words,
xi is rotated 2i + 1 bytes to the right, i = 0, 1, 2, 3,
S HAMASH in [24] is an A SCON like authenticated while x4 is left fixed. S HAMASH permutation conencryption algorithm and a submission to the NIST sists of 9 rounds.
Lightweight Cryptography competition but it is not
selected as one of the 32 second round candidates. 2.4. Undisturbed Bits
It is stated in NIST’s status report [32] on the
Undisturbed bits are invariant output bit differfirst round of the NIST lightweight cryptography
standardization process that although the security ences of S-boxes and can be seen as probability
of S HAMASH is claimed to rely on the analysis one truncated differentials for S-boxes. They are
of A SCON, the specification of S HAMASH did not introduced in [29] as follows.
sufficiently address the security implications of the Definition 1 (Undisturbed Bits [29]) For a fixed
differences between two designs.
input difference, an output bit is called undisturbed
S HAMASH uses a 5×5 S-box that is different from if its difference remains invariant.
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TABLE 4
S HAMASH’s 5 × 5 S-box
x
S(x)

00
10

01
14

02
13

03
2

04
11

05
11

06
15

07
1E

08
7

09
18

0A
12

0B
1C

0C
1A

0D
1

0E
12

0F
6

x
S(x)

10
1F

11
19

12
0

13
17

14
14

15
16

16
8

17
1B

18
4

19
3

1A
13

1B
5

1C
9

1D
10

1E
1D

1F
15

Although these bits were used in cryptanalysis for
the first time in [29], it was later shown in [21] that
undisturbed bits are no different than linear structures of an S-box that are in coordinate functions.
Linear structures can be defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Linear Structures [12]) For
a
n
nonzero vector α ∈ F2 , if an n × m S-box S has a
nonzero vector b ∈ Fm
2 such that b·S(x)⊕b·S(x⊕α)
has the same value c ∈ F2 for all x ∈ Fn2 , then we
say that S has a linear structure.

TABLE 5
The 35 Undisturbed Bits of D RY GASCON’s
and A SCON’s S-boxes from [30]
Input
Difference
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00111
01000
01011
01100
01110
01111

Output
Difference
?1???
1???1
???0?
??110
1????
????1
0??1?
??11?
???1?
??00?
?0???
?1?0?

Input
Difference
10000
10001
10011
10100
10101
10110
10111
11000
11100
11110
11111

Output
Difference
?10??
10??1
0???0
0?1??
????1
1????
????0
??1??
??0??
?1???
?0???

A SCON’s 5 × 5 S-box has 91 linear structures and
35 of them corresponds to coordinate functions, thus
they are undisturbed bits for A SCON’s S-box and
they are provided in Table 5. Moreover, the inverse
of A SCON’s S-box has 2 undisturbed bits. Since
A SCON is inverse free, the inverse S-box is not used S-box and they are provided in Table 6. The inverse
in the decryption phase. However, these undisturbed of this S-box has no undisturbed bits.
bits can be useful in miss-in-the-middle technique
TABLE 6
to construct longer impossible differentials.
Undisturbed Bits of S HAMASH’s S-box
In [30], these undisturbed bits are used to provide
5-round improbable, truncated, and impossible differential distinguishers for A SCON. Similar analysis
performed by the designer of D RY GASCON in
[25] to obtain 3-round and 3.5-round probability one
truncated differentials for D RY GASCON-128 and
D RY GASCON-256, respectively.

Input
Difference
00001
00010
00100
01000
10000

Output
Difference
???1?
??1??
?1???
1????
????1

S HAMASH’s 5 × 5 S-box has 31 linear structures
The 9 × 9 S-box of D RY GASCON-256 has 7459
and only 5 of them corresponds to coordinate func- linear structures and 1143 undisturbed bits in the
tions, thus they are undisturbed bits for S HAMASH’s forward direction. Moreover, it has 4 undisturbed
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bits in the backward direction.

ilar analysis the longest probability one truncated
Although undisturbed bits are useful for finding differentials we can get for S HAMASH are of 1.5
longer or better distinguishers, they are also used in rounds.
[27] in a different context to show that full 31-round
P RESENT is secure against differential crypranalysis 4. Subspace Trails
in the related-key setting.
Subspace trail cryptanalysis was introduced in
[13] as a generalization of invariant subspace crypt3. Truncated Differentials
analysis [17]. However, it was shown in [18] that
subspace trails are in fact a special case of truncated
Truncated [15], impossible [3], and improbable
differentials and efficient algorithms are provided in
differential [28] distinguishers for A SCON are pro[18] to find probability one subspace trails.
vided in [30]. The 3.5-round truncated differential
We recall the definition of a subspace trail next.
with probability one of [30] extensively uses undisturbed bits. Due to the changes in the linear layer For this, let F denote a round function of a keyof D RY GASCON, namely the two rotations, it was alternating block cipher, and let U ⊕ a denote a
c
claimed in [25] that it is not possible to obtain 3.5- coset of a vector space U . By U we denote the
round truncated differentials for D RY GASCON- complementary subspace of U .
128 with probability one. Moreover, they proDefinition 3 (Subspace Trails [13]) Let
vide 3-round and 3.5-round truncated differentials
(U1 , U2 , . . . , Ur+1 ) denote a set of r + 1 subspaces
with probability one for D RY GASCON-128 and
with dim(Ui ) 6 dim(Ui+1 ). If for each i = 1, . . . , r
D RY GASCON-256, respectively.
c
and for each ai , there exists (unique) ai+1 ∈ Ui+1
As it is going to be mentioned in Section 4, such that
although the subspace search tool of [18] provided
F (Ui ⊕ ai ) ⊆ Ui+1 ⊕ ai+1 ,
4-round subspace trails for A SCON with dimension
313, we could not get a 4-round subspace trail then (U1 , U2 , . . . , Ur+1 ) is a subspace trail for the
for D RY GASCON-128 with dimension less than function F with length r.
320. However, as explained in [18], a differential
If all these relations hold with equality, then
with full dimension can still provide a truncated
the trail is called a subspace trail of constantdifferential with probability one and may be used for
dimension.
constructing impossible differentials via the miss-inthe-middle-technique because we may deduce some
When searching for truncated differentials or subparts of the output has non-zero difference. For in- space trails, cryptanalysts intuitively give difference
stance, we obtain a 3.5-round truncated differential to a single S-box to obtain the longest differential
with probability one for D RY GASCON-128 where or subspace trail. For SPN ciphers, it was proven
we observe that two S-boxes are active after 3.5 in [18] that this approach is correct for subspace
rounds (i.e. they have non-zero output difference). trail search only when the S-boxes of the cipher do
We provide this differential in Table 7.
not contain any linear structures. When the cipher
S HAMASH has a more complicated diffusion layer has linear structures, Algorithm 3 of [18] provides
and its S-box has no zero undisturbed bits, by a sim- the longest subspace trail that starts from the linear
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TABLE 7
3.5-round truncated differential ∆1 with probability one for D RY GASCON-128. Si and Pi
represent the result of substitution and permutation layers of the i-th round, respectively

I

S1

P1

S2

P2

S3

P3

S4

3.5-Round Probability 1 Truncated Differential ∆1
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
?00000000000000000?00000000000000000000000000000000000?000000000
1000000000000100000000000000000001000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
?00000000000000000000000000?000000000000000000000000000?00000000
?00000000000?00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000?000
?00000000000??0000?00000000?00000?00000000000000000000??0000?000
?00000000000??0000?00000000?00000?00000000000000000000??0000?000
?00000000000?10000000000000?000001000000000000000000000?0000?000
?00000000000?10000?00000000?00000100000000000000000000??0000?000
?00000000000??0000?00000000?00000?00000000000000000000??0000?000
?000?0000000???000??0000?00?00??0???0000??0000?00?0?00??0000?000
?00?0000?000??0000?00000????00??0?0??0000?000??0000?00??0000?000
?10000000?10?1000000000??00???0001000000000?10000000?00?0??0?01?
?000000?1000????00?0?0?0010?0000010?10000?0000000??000??0000?000
?000000?0000??0000???000??0?00?00???0000??000??0000000??0000?000
??0??00????0????00???0??????????0????000??0????00????0??0??0?0??
??0??00????0????00???0??????????0????000??0????00????0??0??0?0??
?10?000???10????00???0??????????0????000??0?1??00????0??0??0?01?
?10??00???10????00???0??????????0????000??0?1??00????0??0??0?01?
?00??00??000????00???0?0????00??0????000??000??00???00??0000?000
???????????????????????????????????????0????????????????0???????
??0?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????0??????????????????????1????????????????1???????
?????????0???????0???0?0????00???????000????0???????????0???????
???????????????????????????????????????a????????????????b???????
???????????????????????????????????????a????????????????b???????
???????????????????????????????????????a????????????????b???????
???????????????????????????????????????a????????????????b???????
???????????????????????????????????????a????????????????b???????

layer with re rounds and it is proven that the longest
subspace trail for this cipher can be at most re + 1.
Thus, it provides an upper bound for the longest
probability one subspace trail and lower bound for
its dimension.

round subspace trail for A SCON with dimension
298, showing that the longest subspace trail for this
cipher can be at most 4 rounds with the dimension
greater than or equal to 298. Using this algorithm
from the substitution layer shows that there actually
is a 4-round subpsace trail for A SCON with dimenFor instance, Algorithm 3 of [18] obtains a 3- sion 313. Actually this subspace trail was used as
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a truncated differential in [30] but it was obtained
via the undisturbed bits [29] and for this reason it
stops at 3.5 rounds, with dimension 315, because
the attacker cannot follow the differences after the
final linear layer.
We use the Algorithm 3 of [18] which starts
from the linear layer to obtain an upper bound
for the longest probability one subspace trails for
A SCON, D RY GASCON-128, D RY GA SCON -256,
and S HAMASH. Results that are provided in Table
8 show that theoretically the longest subspace trails
can be achieved except for D RY GASCON-128.
The best 4-round subspace trails we obtain for
D RYA SCON -256 has dimension 558. We could not
find a 4-round subspace trail for D RYA SCON -128
with dimension less than 320. However, a 3.5round truncated differential with dimension 320 is
provided in the previous section.
Although all three algorithms are inverse free,
in order to find the subspace trails in the backward direction or to apply techniques like missin-the-middle or meet-in-the-middle, we require the
inverses of the permutations. For the rotations of
the rows, [26] shows that these operations are invertible since they consist of XOR of odd number of values. Moreover, the inverses can also be
represented as XOR of t rotations. We calculate
the values of the t as 31, 33, 33, 33, 35 for A SCON,
31, 37, 33, 33, 27, 31, 35, 37, 37 for D RY GASCON,
and 37, 37, 43, 37, 37 for S HAMASH.

5.

attacks for some ciphers and the first example of
such a combination is due to Langford and Hellman.
In 1994 they combined these two techniques and introduced differential-linear cryptanalysis [16]. They
suggested using a probability one truncated differential and concatenating a linear approximation with
probability 1/2 + q where q is referred to as the
bias. In such a combination, the output difference
of the truncated differential should not contain any
non-zero differences in the places that correspond
to the masked bits of the input of the linear approximation. Such a construction of a differentiallinear distinguisher has a data complexity of O(q −4 )
chosen plaintexts where O is the big O notation.
Note that the exact number of the data complexity
depends on factors like the success probability and
the number of candidate subkeys.
In 2002, Biham et al. enhanced this new technique by showing that it is possible to construct
a differential-linear distinguisher where the used
differential is no longer probability one but it holds
with probability p < 1 and referred it as enhanced
differential-linear cryptanalysis [4]. Morover, they
also showed that the attack can still be applied when
the output difference of the truncated differential has
differences of 1 in the places that correspond to the
masked bits of the input of the linear approximation.
When p is less than 1, the bias of the attack becomes
2pq 2 and the data complexity becomes O(p−2 q −4 )
chosen plaintexts. Note that the data complexity is
O(p−1 ) for differential cryptanalysis and O(q −2 ) for
linear cryptanalysis.

Differential-Linear Distinguishers
5.1.

The two main cryptanalysis techniques called
differential cryptanalysis [5] and linear cryptanalysis [22] are introduced in early 1990s and since
then every cipher is designed in order to be resistant against them. Combining the two different
cryptanalysis techniques sometimes provides better

Ascon

Differential-linear attacks are applied to 4 and 5
rounds of A SCON in [10] for key recovery. Such an
attack should focus on the initialization part where
the input difference can be given to the nonce,
namely the words x3 and x4 . Moreover, the linear
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TABLE 8
Obtained longest probability one subspace trails both for forward re and backward rd directions
and their dimensions d with theoretical upper bounds for A SCON, D RY GASCON and S HAMASH
Cipher
A SCON
D RY GASCON-128
D RY GASCON-256
S HAMASH

Theoretical/Obtained re (d)
4 (298) / 4 (313)
4 (293) / 3 (154)
4 (408) / 4 (558)
2 (45) / 2 (149)

active bits have to be observable and therefore must
be in x0 . In this respect, a 2-round differential characteristic with probability 2−5 was combined with a
2-round linear approximation with bias 2−8 in [10].
Thus, the bias of the generated differential-linear
characteristic becomes approximately 2pq 2 = 2−20 .
In practice this theoretically obtained bias can be
higher.
However, these attacks can be improved when the
used differential characteristic is replaced with a
truncated differential that has probability one. In this
work we show that a similar 4-round attack can be
performed with a 2-round probability one truncated
differential. Namely we combine the probability
one 2-round truncated differential ∆2 of Table 9
and the 2-round linear approximation with bias 2−8
of [8] which is also provided in Table 10. Thus,
our differential-linear characteristic has a bias of
2pq 2 = 2−15 , contrary to the bias of 2−20 that
is obtained in [10]. Therefore, the attack can be
performed with significantly lower time and data
complexity.

Theoretical/Obtained rd (d)
2 (125) / 2 (309)
2 (125) / 2 (308)
2 (217) / 1 (9)
-

et al. [1] introduced a new tool called differentiallinear connectivity table (DLCT) which tries to
remove the independence assumption between the
two parts of the cipher where differential and linear
characteristics applied. Their analysis shows that
the theoretical bias 2−20 is actually 2−5 . Although
this is still much lower than 2−2 , the difference
might be explained by the existence of multiple
characteristics and the slow diffusion.

Since we are attacking the initialization phase of
A SCON, we need a distinguisher so that we can
decide which key bits are used in the initial state
only by looking at the keystream that is produced
by the first word x0 after initialization. The 4-round
differential-linear attack of [10] observed that when
a single S-box is activated as we did for our 4round distinguisher, their 4-round differential-linear
distinguisher has biases 2−2.68 , 2−3.68 , 2−3.30 , and
2−2.30 when the two key bits for the activated Sbox are (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), respectively.
Thus, to capture these two bits, the authors of
[10] require 212 samples. Since A SCON is rotationinvariant, the same method can be used 64 times by
Although the theoretical bias is computed as 2−20
rotating the initial difference and the whole 128-bit
in [10], the authors also observed in their expersecret key can be captured with a time complexity
iments that in practice this bias can be as high
of 218 .
as 2−2 . This huge difference between the theoretical and practical results were explained in [10]
To perform our attack, for each of these four
as the existence of multiple differential and linear possible key pairs, we perform 4-round permutation
characteristics that also satisfy the differential-linear of A SCON for 224 randomly chosen nonces and
characteristic. However, in a recent study Bar-On repeat the experiment for 1000 randomly chosen
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TABLE 9
Our 2-round truncated differential ∆2 with probability one for A SCON. Si and Pi represent the
result of substitution and permutation layers of the i-th round, respectively

I

S1

P1

S2

P2

2-Round Truncated Differential ∆2
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000?000000000000000000?00000000?00000000000000000000000000
000000?00?00000000000000000000000000000000000000?000000000000000
000000000??0000?000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000?000000?000000000000000000000000000000000?0000000000000
000000?00??0000??00000000000?00000000?0000000000?0?0000000000000
000000?00??0000??00000000000?00000000?0000000000?0?0000000000000
000000?00??0000??0000000000000000000000000000000?0?0000000000000
000000?00??0000??00000000000?00000000?0000000000?0?0000000000000
000000?00?000000?00000000000?00000000?0000000000?0?0000000000000
0?0?0??00??0?0???00000000?00??0000??0??0000??00??0?00000?0000000
000?00??0??0??0??000000?0?00?00000?00?0000000?0????000??00000000
000000??0????00???000??0000000000000000000000000????00?0?0000000
0?0?00?00??0000??00??00?0????000??000??000000?0??0?000?000?0?000
00000??00?000??0?000000?0?0??000000?0?000000?00??0?0000?0?000000

TABLE 10
Type-II linear characteristic for 2-round A SCON -128 permutation with bias 2−8 in hexadecimal
notation
Round
0
1
2

State
................ ...........2.4.. ...........2.4.1 .....2........8. .....2........8.
................ ................ ................ ...............1 ...............1
9224b6d24b6eda49 ................ ................ ................ ................

keys. Our experiments show that our distinguisher
has the biases 2−2.41 , 2−1.68 , 2−2.41 , and 2−1.68
when the two key bits for the activated S-box are
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), respectively. Since
our biases are better than the biases obtained in
[10], we can capture the first key bit using only
28 samples, compared to 212 samples used in [10].
We cannot distinguish the second key bit from
this distinguisher because the biases are the same

regardless of the second key bit. However, now we
can distinguish the second key bit by performing
the attack of [10] with 28 samples instead of 212
because we already know the first key bit. Thus,
we can now capture the whole 128-bit secret key
with a time complexity of 2 · 64 · 28 = 215 using the
rotation-invariantness of A SCON.
In [10], authors extend their 4-round attack to 5
rounds by performing some precomputations. Their
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attack requires 236 time complexity in average.
However, since they did not explain their method,
we cannot determine whether our improved 4-round
attack can be extended to a 5-round attack with
time complexity 233 or lower using their technique.
Instead, in the following we experimentally obtain
the biases of the 5-round distinguisher and show that
we can perform a 5-round differential-linear attack
with a time complexity of 231.44 .

permutation, the distinguisher holds with a probability of p = 21 and wrong keys are assumed to act
like a random permutation. This assumption is commonly referred to as the wrong key randomization
hypothesis. If gather N samples with the desired
input difference and check if the desired output is
observed, the expected value of this experiment is
E0 = N · p0 for the correct key and E = N · p for
a random permutation because such an experiment
is actually a binomial distribution with parameters
The huge gap between the theoretical and practi(N, p0 ) or (N, p).
cal biases shows that the differential does not diffuse
in two rounds. Moreover, the differential depends
Thus, capturing the correct key bits via statistion the key bits of the activated S-box. Therefore, cal attacks boils down to distinguishing binomial
instead of trying to obtain a theoretical 5-round distributions. In this work, we use Algorithm 1 of
differential-linear distinguisher by finding a suitable [6] to calculate data and time complexities of the
3-round differential, we kept the 2-round linear presented attacks. Algorithm 1 of [6] has four input:
characteristic provided in Table 10 and performed probability of the distinguisher for the correct key
experiments on 5 rounds of A SCON to obtain the p0 , probability of the distinguisher for a random
best suitable 3-round differential experimentally. We permutation p0 , non-detection probability α, and
kept the 2-round linear characteristic because it has false alarm probability β. The algorithm tells the
the largest bias and smallest number of active S- required samples N to perform the attack and the
boxes for 2 rounds of A SCON. Thus, for each of the threshold τ . This means that the experiment result
four key pairs, we activated a single S-box by giving of observed value is higher than τ for the correct
the input difference to the bits x3 [i] and x4 [i] where key with probability 1 − α and it is less than τ
0 ≤ i ≤ 63 and checked the biases. We performed for the wrong keys with probability 1 − β. In our
1
this experiment on 5-round permutation of A SCON calculations, we choose α = β = 1000
. Thus,
32
for 2 randomly chosen nonces and repeated the our attacks have success probability of 99.99%.
experiment for 1000 randomly chosen keys. Our Algorithm 1 of [6] with these parameters says that
experiments showed that the highest possible biases 219.24 , 233.38 , 233.02 , and 227.10 samples are enough
are 2−8.03 , 2−15.05 , 2−14.87 , and 2−11.91 when the two to distinguish when the attacked two bits are (0, 0),
key bits for the activated S-box are (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1), respectively.
(1, 0), and (1, 1), respectively. These values are
Our experiments show that the key pair (0, 0)
observed when i is 16, 19, 12, and 16, respectively.
can be reliably obtained with a very low time
All statistical attacks use a distinguisher to dis- complexity of 220 . Rotating the distinguisher and
tinguish the correct round key bits from the wrong repeating the attack 64 times would provide the
ones. For instance, the bias of 2−8.03 that we exper- whole 128-bit key with a time complexity of 226
imentally obtained means that this distinguisher has if all the attacked key pairs are (0, 0). However, the
1
probability p0 = 12 + 28.03
when the two key bits attacked key pair would be (0, 0) one-fourth of the
that we are going to attack is (0, 0). For a random time. So the average time complexity is higher than
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226 . Our experiments show that by choosing i = 19,
we can recover the whole 128-bit secret key with
a time complexity of 231.44 . This number may be
further reduced by different choices of i.

5-round GASCONC5R11 from a random permutation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
5-round distinguisher for GASCONC5R11 .

We could not find a 6-round differential-linear
attack for A SCON by the known techniques. However, since we obtained the best differential-linear
attack by experiments and the input differences
and the outputs masks we use are optimal for
the number of active S-boxes, we experimentally
checked if this input difference provide this output
mask with a non-trivial bias. Thus, we performed
this experiment on 6-round permutation of A SCON
via GPUs for 242 randomly chosen nonces and
repeated the experiment for 128 randomly chosen
keys and for every 64 possible rotation of the input
difference. We repeated this experiment for every 4
possibility of the 2 key bits corresponding to the initially activated S-box. Thus, in total we performed
2·242 ·128·64·4 = 258 6-round A SCON permutations.
Our experiments did not provide any non-trivial
biases, therefore if such a 6-round differential-linear
distinguisher exists, its bias should be lower than
2−21 .

6.

5.2.

DryGASCON

Conclusion

The distinguishers obtained in this work that are
better than the best known ones can be summarized
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

2-round probability 1 subspace trail for
S HAMASH
3-round probability 1 subspace trail for
D RY GASCON-128
3.5-round probability 1 truncated differential for
D RY GASCON-128
4-round probability 1 subspace trail for
D RY GASCON-256
5-round differential-linear characteristic for
D RY GASCON-128

These are the best distinguishers obtained for
these ciphers. Moreover, in this work we provided
the best 4-round and 5-round differential-linear attacks for A SCON and experimentally checked the
correctness of them.
Our analysis also shows that the similarity in
the designs of A SCON and D RY GASCON makes
analysis result of one cipher can also be applied
to the other with some modifications. However, the
changes applied in the permutation of S HAMASH
makes it completely a different cipher. Thus, NIST’s
reasoning for eliminating it from the competition
looks justified.

In a similar manner, we provide a 5-round
differential-linear distinguisher by combining the 2round truncated differential ∆3 of Table 11 and the
3-round linear approximation of [25] which is also
provided in Table 12. Note that this linear approximation does not take into account the M ix128 function which is a unique feature of D RY GASCON.
Hence, it is referred to as an unconstrained linear
approximation. Otherwise the characteristics should Acknowledgments
be limited to the lower half of each 64 bit word.

Our 5-round differential-linear characteristic for
I would like to thank the designers of A SCON,
2
−29
D RY GASCON-128 has a bias of 2pq = 2 . D RY GASCON and S HAMASH for their helpful
Thus, we need around 261.28 samples to distinguish comments.
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TABLE 11
2-round truncated differential ∆3 with probability one for D RY GASCON-128. Si and Pi represent
the result of substitution and permutation layers of the i-th round, respectively

I

S1

P1

S2

P2

2-Round Truncated Differential ∆3
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000?0000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000?0000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000?0000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000?0000000000000?000000000000000000000?000000000000000
0000000?000000000000000000?00000000000000000000000000000000?0000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000?0000000000000000000?000000000000000000000000000?000000000
000000??0000?0000000000000?000000000000000000000?00000?0000?0000
000000??0000?0000000000000?000000000000000000000?00000?0000?0000
000000??000000000000000000?000000000000000000000000000?0000?0000
000000??0000?0000000000000?000000000000000000000?00000?0000?0000
000000??0000?0000000000000?000000000000000000000?00000?0000?0000
000000??0000??0000?00000???000?000?00000?0000?00?00000?0000???00
000000??0000?00000???000???00?00000?000??0000?00?00000?0000?0?00
000??0??00000000000000??00??000000000??000000000000?00?0??0?0000
0??000???000?0?0000?0?0000?00000000?0000000?0000??0000?0000?0??0
000000??0000??0000??0000?0?0000000??000??0000000?00000?0000??000

Type-I GASCONC5R11

Round
0
1
2
3

TABLE 12
unconstrained linear characteristic for 3 rounds with bias 2−15 in
hexadecimal notation

1......8.21.1.21
................
................
................

................
................
................
e37c4f1b6e8d53e6

State
................
................
................
e.8629e8e4b766af
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